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SeanyB

Biography
Undeniably one of the nation's premiere live entertainers, SeanyB has cemented his position as one of
Australia's pioneers and foremost authorities of the HipHouse genre. Championing the dance scene with his
instantly recognisable voice, he has won no less than two ARIA awards and has sold an incredible 150,000
copies of Flaunt It (his collaboration with TV Rock) in Australia alone. Whether in his traditional stomping
ground of the down n' dirty clublands, or fresh and clean for the general public, when SeanyB grabs the miche owns it!
Writing from a very early age and beginning to perform live for crowds by the age of 16, his was a talent that
was bound by no formula. Whether over house, hip-hop, breaks or electro, SeanyB dazzled partygoers
around the country for years as he carved his way through the Aussie club scene by finding the true balance
between the MC, the DJ, and, most importantly, the people!
His first entry into the official singles chart came together with his writing the lyrics and performing his
low-slung vocals for his collaboration with TV Rock, "Flaunt It". Somewhere between substance and style
with a sense of humor and a hint of sarcasm, SeanyB's lyrics mixed with TV Rock's trademark beats proved
to form a recipe for monumental success in the clubbing underground... but it didn't stay there for long.
"Flaunt It" has surpassed double-platinum sales, while its hooks and catchphrases have become the
indispensible lingo of club culture. Spending a record 26 weeks in the Top 10 ARIA Singles Charts and an
unprecedented 63 weeks in the ARIA Top 20 Dance Charts, "Flaunt It" has etched its way into Australian
music history, bringing home two ARIA Awards in 2006 for Best Dance Single and Highest Selling Australian
Single.
Constantly traversing the country, SB rocks dancefloors in all states. Now solo, he continues his formula of
performing live with an array of dynamic DJs across the country, regularly including Grant Smillie & Ivan
Gough (TV Rock), Matt Roberts, Adam Bartas (Orkestrated), Josh Abrahams, The Stafford Bros, Illya and
Chardy (Famous). SeanyB is dedicated to bringing dancefloors to life with precision, poise and enough
tomfoolery to get the party started no matter what the circumstance!
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